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The Iraqi Red Crescent Society (IRCS) is an Independent, volunteer-based National Society that works 

to alleviate suffering for all and  referee the international humanitarian laws and treaties ratified by the 

Iraqi government We are also an auxiliary body to government when responding to humanitarian needs 

including the Mosul liberation operation  beside our heading and membership of different committees 

inside Iraq that involved in the Humanitarian response .However, we maintain our independence from 
authorities and function as an autonomous, apolitical, non-partisan organization. our interventions 

alleviate the suffering in accordance with the movement’s fundamental principles since 1932 

  

 
 

For further information, contact: - International Relations Department    Mobile: + (964)7704621141  E-mail: 
relations.dept@ircs.org.iq   web site:  www.ircs.org.iq   

During The Holiday   

1st -7th September 2017 

The IRCS distributed 22¼ tons of beef meat to vulnerable families inside the camps and different cities with 

the Turkish Red Crescent. Each family received 2-2½ Kg making total 11,000 families  

Despite the Eid holiday, The IRCS branches stationed and ready to respond to any emergency.  

The past week activities as listed below: 

The IRCS Salahaddin & Mousl Branches 

The Camps 

1. Producing and distribution of 156,000 fresh bread distributed to 15,600 families in camps and deserted 

buildings in Tikrit. 

2. 13,000 Hot meal distributed inside Hamam Al-Alil camp 

3. 500 Ready meal pack distributed inside Hamam Al-Alil camp  

4. 490 Medical cases treated at Madraj camp MU, 3 cases admission and 55 Minor surgery management  

with the Danish RC 

EAS transport two cases from Qatar RC hospital to Qayara airfield with the Norwegian RC  

Inside Mousl IRCS/ PHC 612 medical cases treated with the Danish RC 

The IRCS Erbil, Duhook and Kirkuk Branches 

Inside camps  

1. Producing  and distribution of 1, 838 m3 of water from M40 Unit inside the camp 

2. Distribution 11 tons of beef meat to families in Baharka ,Qaywan ,Zakho ,Nimrud ,Khazer , Hasan 

Shame and Jama Kur  

3. The IRCS dissemination and health team deliver the following in Shekhan camp :- 

 Mumps lecture for 35 women  

 Eco friends lecture to youth  

Inside cities  

1. Trucking of 2,940 m3 of potable water to tanks inside different districts in Mosul city  the French RC 

2. Production and distribution of 700 m3 by M5 with French RC inside Hamam Al-Alil  

3. Distribution of 11¼ Ton of beef meat in Mosul Districts (Al-Rashedyia, Zuhoor and Nabe Younis), 

Erbil, Kirkuk and Alton Kupree.   

4. The IRCS had First Aid workshop to 20 teachers at Shekhan Education Directorate on two days  
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